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You can make a difference this H alloween
UNICEF HALLOWEEN

While I was walking through the corridors of the United 
Nations this summer, I remembered myself, 6 years ago,  
making signs for Trick or Treat for UNICEF and trick or 
treating gathering donations. Now, I still am trying to 
help people in need. Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF was 
started by a woman, named Mary Emma. Several years 
after World War II, she was walking down a street, and 
she noticed a cow - yes, a real cow - leading a group of 
kids down a street in Philadelphia. They were holding 
hand painted milk cartons and collecting funds for 
UNICEF. This sparked an idea to start a nationwide 

organization: Trick or Treat for UNICEF. Trick or treaters all around America started  to collect 
donations! Almost 70 years have passed since then, yet Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF is still going strong. 
This organization has spread to Canada, Japan, France, Spain, and the Philippines. Donating just 4 
dollars can give safe water to a family for a whole month, 7 dollars can provide a warm f leece blanket, 
15 dollars can provide 5 mosquito nets to protect kids from malaria, and 55 dollars can provide 150 
packets of therapeutic food for a malnourished child. At the newspaper club, our goal is to raise 210 
dollars to give a school-in-a-box to help 40 refugee children learn and have an education. Materials are 
packed inside a large aluminum box and it includes a clock, markers, a f lip chart, and even an inf latable 
globe. The inside of the box also doubles as a blackboard! Join us to reach our goal. To participate email 

Written by Alexandra Gusinski

Halloween is coming up, and you need to buy candy! You have several 
choices, but after asking several people,  Walmart, CVS, Target, and 
Amazon are popular. If you plan early enough, you can get enough candy! 
These stores can be found everywhere. I recommend Candy Rox in 
Bronxville. It is an old fashioned candy shop with more options, and you 
can buy bulk candy. The best part about Candy Rox are the people who work there.  They are very 
nice. It may be a bit pricey, and a bit far from Stamford, but totally worth your trip.           

 Continued on page 2

WHERE TO GO
Written by Eddie Danziger
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GOOD READS
The intense and extreme story, this 
month?s good read, is?  Spy School 
by Stuart Gibbs! Spy School is a 
book about Ben Ripley, a boy who 
can do insane math inside his head  
and how he comes to be a spy. He 
goes to the secret service school for 
kids, but to his parents, 

MOVIE NIGHT! 
Did you know Endgame was one of the 
biggest, most successful, and most 
anticipated finale movies of all time. By 
the way, I would not see this movie until 
you have seen Infinity War; great movie 
by the way. In the beginning the 
avengers are all split up and are forced to 
come back together. In the middle of the 
movie they are all forced to go back in 
time because it is the only way of saving 

he goes to St. Smithen?s Science School for girls and boys.       
It  is also about all his adventures in the espionage world. This 
is a definite good read, it is a thrilling fun kid-friendly book 
that you should get if you're in need of a book.

Written by Oliver Donnelly
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 WHERE TO GO continued from page 1

There Is a great Halloween street in Armonk, NY. About 1200 
children typically come through. It will run through 4:30pm to 
8:30 pm on Thursday, October 31st. Things really pick up at 
sunset! There are about 45 houses on two streets (Glendale Ave) 
that are decked out in Halloween decor.  

A haunted house that is SCARY to visit is The Haunt at Rocky 
Ledge in White Plains. People go all out on makeup and face 
paint so they look scary. I don't think anyone will eat your 
brains, but I can make no promises..

the rest of the avengers. In my  eyes this is a fantastic 3 hour 
movie with many great ?super heroes? that we all know and love 
as The Avengers. This is a great plot with the greatness of all the 
avenger movies wrapped up in one movie. All The Avengers are 
working together again for one final stand against the infamous 
Thanos and his evil plot to kill half the universe. That is why I 
think Endgame is a fantastic movie.    
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Texting while driving is already illegal in 47 
states, but what about texting while walking?

NO TEXTING ALLOWED

When you walk, do you ever get bumped into by a random 
pedestrian consumed by the marvels of an Iphone? This is 
usually settled with a brief  ?Sorry? and both parties move on 
with their day. But in other cases, this action of using your 
phone while walking can lead to tragic traffic accidents, or even 
death. A study shows that ?U.S. pedestrian deaths totaled nearly 
6,000 in 2017 for the second straight year amid mounting signs 
that walkers and drivers are dangerously distracted?. 

Now instead of rambling about the terms and conditions of this 
proposal, let?s hear what members of the 6th grade King 
community have to say about it. When Steven was first asked 
about his opinion, he decided to stay neutral. But after learning 
that texting while walking is more dangerous than texting while 
driving, which is already illegal in many states, he decides that 
the bill would be a huge improvement in road safety. ?I support 
this because people are getting injured at their own expense?. 
However, there are other people with strong opinions out there, 
like Daniel Manos. He disapproves this bill. ?I think it?s unfair 
to make a general law for everyone because some people don?t 
pay attention to where they are walking, and other people have 
to be punished with this law! We are in charge of ourselves.? 

Are you more like Daniel Manos supporting that we can make 
our own decisions, or Steven Blanco, with the ultimate concern 
for safety. Who are you and Where do you stand? 

Daniel Manos thinks 
this is an unfair law

Steven Blanco thinks 
it's safer for everyone

FUNNY PHOBIAS

Written by  Leon Wang

By Varun Bennabatula, H athaway Lipardis 
and Alexandra Gusinski

Didaskaleinophobia is the fear of 
going to school or school itself.

Arachibutyrophobia is the fear of 
peanut butter sticking to the roof of the 
mouth.

Bibliophobia is the fear of books.

Chronophobia is the fear if time.

Gnosiophobia is the fear of knowledge.

Ideophobia is the fear of ideas.

Xanthophobia is the fear of the color 
yellow

Turophobia is the fear of cheese

Phobophobia is the fear of fear

Panophobia is the fear of everything

Did you know that this year, people 
petitioned to move Halloween earlier 

in the year! However, even If President 
Trump got this petition, he would not 

be  able to change the date of 
Halloween because it is not a federal 

holiday! 

LAWS THAT COULD RUIN YOUR 
HALLOWEEN      

In the town of Vendargues in France, 
you can't wear clown costumes on 

Halloween!

In a small town in Canada you cannot 
wear a facial disguise after 8pm.

In Walnut, California you cannot wear 
a mask any day of the year, even on 

Halloween!

FUN FACT!    
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Five witching students enter a school brewing 
contest. Their names are Luna, Sybil, Beatrix, Suzy and 
May. Their last names are Black, Malinence, 
freebroom, Ash and Moon. They each brew a different 
pot ion; they brew an enlarging pot ion, a speed pot ion, 
an invisibility pot ion, a levitat ion pot ion and a water 
breathing pot ion. These pot ions finished in 1st, 2nd, 
3rd, 4th and 5th places. Based on the clues, match the 
witches with their last names, their pot ions and their 
order of finish. 

The H al l ow een  Per p l exor

1. Freebroom finished in front of Ash but behind 
Moon, Black, and the witch who brewed the 
Invisibility potion

2. May finished behind Beatrix but ahead of Sybil, 
Freebroom, and the witch who brewed the 
levitation potion.

3. Suzy was not Freebroom, and Sybil did not 
finish last

4. Black finished in 1st place, but Malinence did 
not finish last

5. Moon?s Water breathing potion finished in a 
place after malinence?s Invisibility potion

6. The witch who brewed the enlarging potion did 
not win the contest

The Cl ues
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10$ itunes card will be drawn to one random person who 
answered this perplexor correctly. Send your answer to 
alexandra.gusinski@kingschoolct.org by November 12th
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